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Saitoki Inu is the latest community orientated, user driven 
token on the Ethereum network with an unprecedented P2E 
game and a no-holds-barred approach to marketing.

The team behind Saitoki are hugely experienced and certain 
members have amassed great success with previous projects 
over $1 billion market cap. Some of the brightest minds in 
DeFi are now collaborating to bring something truly special 
to the Ethereum Blockchain.

“If you are reading this, you have an opportunity, use it wisely.”



“REMNANTS OF  N IGHT”

Saitoki “Remnants of Night” is a Rogue-Like Dungeon Crawling RPG inspired by award 
winning titles like The Binding Of Issac and Hades. Saitoki is bound by blood to live, die, 
and repeat the night until he can complete his mission - and find peace once more. 
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The player controls Saitoki, a stoic Ronin warrior fueled by an insatiable 
desire for revenge, as he embarks on a quest to kill his former master 
and his three wicked apprentices...
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Saitoki awakes from a coma in a small onsen village in rural Japan. His memory is sparse, 
but he pulls a list from his pocket with 4 names - Akihiro the Brawn, Daisuke the Devout, 
Fumoki the Feared, & Hatori the Blade. 

The list sparks visions of bloodshed and betrayal that envelop his past. He dresses up and 
sets out to the village, armed for the long journey ahead... 
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The quaint Onsen Village of Shibu is where Satioki 
begins his journey each night. As the moon casts 
itself over the hot springs, Saitoki heads out into 
the streets, where he can interact with the village’s 
5 inhabitants to acquire skills, loot, and protection 
for his journey. 

There are no enemies in the village, but it serves as 
a respite for Saitoki at the beginning of each journey 
to equip, acquire, and learn for the road ahead. 

Pay attention as you journey through the game, 
as the Village will begin to change based on your 
actions.
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The Forest is home to the first apprentice - Akihiro the Brawn. The Caves are home to Fumoki the Feared.

The Shrine is home to Daisuke the Devout. The Dojo is home to Saitoki’s master, Hatori the Blade.

REFERENCE  IMAGERY

REFERENCE  IMAGERY

REFERENCE  IMAGERY

REFERENCE  IMAGERY
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GAME  MECHANICS

Each level is randomly generated 
from a set number of tiles which 
means each time you replay 
the game or compare your 
game with friends you’ll see a 
slightly different variation of the 
location.

RANDOMly generated 

LEVELS
Each time you die in the game 
you go back to the beginning. 
The moon rises again, the 
playing field is reset and you go 
back in with foresight that you 
didnt have before. How many 
turns will it take you to beat the 
game?

live, die,

repeat
Saitoki is a skill based game that 
rewards hand to hand combat 
skills and game knowledge. 
Dedicated players will be able to 
unlock potions, spells and buy 
upgrades from the villagers.

persistent levelling

and SK ILLS
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We’re changing the staking game. In the Saitoki DAPP - we’ll 
be releasing a meta-game where you can send your NFT 
Companions to complete bounties. 

Depending on their rarity they can take anywhere from 1 day to 
one month to complete the bounty. 

Upon completing the bounty, they’ll bring you back $SAITOKI 
rewards pegged to a US dollar value. Legendary Companions 
will complete a $50 Bounty in 1 day, whereas a Rare 
Companion will take one week.

Collect as many companions as you can and send them on 
bounties as often as you can, to maximise your bounty rewards.
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NFT COMPANIONS



GAME-F I

“Game-Fi in the future will be an individual’s first venture into crypto”

The play to earn sector is growing 
exponentially and we are wholly 
aware of the over-saturation from 
teams offering false promises and sub 
standard games.

We believe that it is only those who are 
truly committed who will be around for 
the long haul and we have every reason 
to believe that with the team we have 
assembled we will be remembered 
forever as one of the first and biggest 
players in the play to earn space!

We believe in NFT’s, we know that 
they will be a huge part of each and 
every game released in 2030. 

That’s why we are implementing 
some incredibly exciting NFT 
functions within our dungeon scroller! 
More details on that to be announced 
shortly...
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In Phase One Following the creation, deployment and 
launching of our proprietary token contract we will be 
implementing a HUGE push for awareness around Saitoki-Inu. 

Snippets of the game, levels and backstory will be slowly 
revealed  to tease audiences.

Phase Two will build on the strong foundations established in 
phase one. We will seek small exchanges to allow those who 
aren’t comfortable with gas fees to invest and will be releasing 
snippets of the game whilst strategically deploying marketing.

Our Saitoki-Inu NFT’s and unique “Companion Staking” will 
launch in phase two and will offer a variety of in game perks to 
their holders. 

Phase Three will be hugely focused on the rollout of our 
bespoke, play to earn game. We will be utilizing our team of 
marketers for a no holds barred approach to spreading the 
word about the amazing things we are building. 

We will be applying for globally renowned exchanges and 
using our incredible network of contacts to the utmost extent 
to offer you, our community, the best investing experience 
feasible.
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ROADMAP

WE will be releasing a “game-specific” roadmap shortly. stay tuned!
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TOKENOMICS

total supply

1 ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000

Marketing tax

6%
GAME DEVELOPMENT

6%
REFLECTIONS

1%



Saitoki Inu has brought together an extended collective of marketers, game developers, graphic 
designers, web designers and blockchain developers to create something truly unique. The team behind 
Saitoki have a love of DeFi and are 100% committed to delivering their absolute best effort to ensure 
that Saitoki Inu becomes synonymous with the space we have all grown to love.

CORE  TEAM
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KING KOOBA

DEV
sahara

DEs ign
infamous

MOD



We understand that the DeFi space is plagued with bad actors who wish to take advantage of 
the good nature of individuals who take a chance and invest in small cap, DeFi tokens. 

Your funds will forever be safe with Saitoki Inu. Our contract is renounced which means that 
no malicious functions can ever be used to cheat our investors out of their funds, liquidity is 
locked for one year and will always be relocked well in advance of the unlock date and we are 
in the process of being onboarded by Certik to give our investors that extra peace of mind that 
they are safe with Saitoki Inu!
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INVESTOR SAFETY
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Twitter
twitter .com/Sa itok i Inu

 Telegram : 
t.me/sa itok i inu 

Webs ite
www.sa itok i .dog


